ADD an AT-HOME ADVENT WREATH
Some of you may already have an Advent Wreath.
Place it near your computer or TV where you watch Sunday
Worship on YouTube. Join in with worship by lighting your own
Advent Wreath while Carla lights the candles.
Don't have an Advent Wreath, or is it too large to fit near by while
you worship? Make a new one!

IDEAS for MAKING a SIMPLE ADVENT WREATH
Balmoral's Advent Wreath uses a traditional Advent wreath
using 5 candles with 1 pink, 3 purple, & a center white candle,
surrounded by Christmas greenery.
BUT an Advent Wreath does NOT have to be that way!
The good news is, there are as many Advent traditions as
there are sects of Christianity, and you can’t do it “wrong”.
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USE WHAT YOU ALREADY HAVE!

Circle or square or oblong - it doesn't matter.
Use a plate, a tray, a bowl, or even a decorative scarf as
the base.
Different colors or all the same - whatever you have.
Whatever style or size of candle, EVEN BATTERY or tea
light - all work fine!
Use 5 candles, 4 candles, even just 1 candle.
Greenery is not a requirement - use anything around it or nothing at all if it's a Christmas or pretty plate or tray.
(One shown hear uses pulled-apart cotton balls, and I
have a friend who uses chocolate kisses.)

Family not coming this year? Use your good china or Christmas platter as
the base... a reminder of family times together and hope for next year.
Have decorative candles around the house that match your decor? Group
them together....mix and match! (Might be time to upgrade them or change
them out anyway?)
Can't find anything to put around the base? Use a scarf or wrapping paper
(just be careful of dripping wax.)

LAST STEP - TAKE a PICTURE and
SEND IT IN FOR THE NEWSLETTER!

